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RADAR WARNING RECEIVER WITH POSITION 
AND VELOCITY SENSITIVE FUNCTIONS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a United States continuation-in 
part of US. Provisional Patent Application serial No. 
60/139,097, ?led Jun. 14, 1999, and a United States con 
tinuation-in-part of US. Provisional Patent Application 
serial No. 60/145,394, ?led Jul. 23, 1999, both of Which are 
hereby incorporated herein in their entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to radar Warning 
receivers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Radar detectors Warn drivers of the use of police 
radar, and the potential for traf?c citations if the driver 
eXceeds the speed limit. The FCC has allocated several 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum for police radar use. 
The bands used by police radar are generally as the X, K and 
Ka bands. Each relates to a different part of the spectrum. 
The X and K bands are relatively narroW frequency ranges, 
Whereas the Ka band is a relatively Wide range of frequen 
cies. By the early 1990’s, police radar evolved to the point 
that it could operate almost anyWhere in the 1600-megahertZ 
Wide Ka band. During that time radar detectors kept pace 
With models that included descriptive names like “Ultra 
Wide” and “Super Wide.” More recently, police have begun 
to use laser (optical) systems for detecting speed. This 
technology Was termed LIDAR for “Light Detection and 
Ranging.” 
[0004] Radar detectors typically comprise a microWave 
receiver and detection circuitry that is typically realiZed With 
a microprocessor or digital signal processor (DSP). Micro 
Wave receivers are generally capable of detecting micro 
Wave components in the X, K, and very broad Ka band. In 
various solutions, either a microprocessor or DSP is used to 
make decisions about the signal content from the microWave 
receiver. Systems including a digital signal processor have 
been shoWn to provide superior performance over solutions 
based on conventional microprocessors due to the DSP’s 
ability to ?nd and distinguish signals that are buried in noise. 
Various methods of applying DSP’s Were disclosed in US. 
Pat. Nos. 4,954,828, 5,079,553, 5,049,885, and 5,134,406, 
each of Which is hereby incorporated by reference herein. 

[0005] Police use of laser has also been countered With 
laser detectors, such as described in US. Pat. Nos. 5,206, 
500, 5,347,120 and 5,365,055, each of Which is incorporated 
herein by reference. Products are noW available that com 
bined laser detection into a single product With a microWave 
receiver, to provide comprehensive protection. 

[0006] The DSP or microprocessor in a modern radar 
detector is programmable. Accordingly, they can be 
instructed to manage all of the user interface features such 
as input sWitches, lights, sounds, as Well as generate control 
and timing signals for the microWave receiver and/or laser 
detector. Early in the evolution of the radar detector, con 
sumers sought products that offered a better Way to manage 
the audible volume and duration of Warning signals. Good 
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eXamples of these solutions are found in US. Pat. Nos. 
4,631,542, 5,164,729, 5,250,951, and 5,300,932, each of 
Which is hereby incorporated by reference, Which provide 
methods for conditioning the response generated by the 
radar detector. 

[0007] Methods for conditioning detector response are 
gaining importance, because there is an increasing number 
of signals present in the X, K, and Ka bands from products 
that are completely unrelated to police radar. These products 
share the same regions of the spectrum and are also licensed 
by the FCC. The groWing number of such signals is rapidly 
undermining the credibility of radar detector performance. 
Radar detectors cannot tell the difference betWeen emissions 
from many of these devices and true police radar systems. 
As a result, radar detectors are increasingly generating false 
alarms, effectively “crying Wolf”, reducing the signi?cance 
of Warnings from radar detectors. 

[0008] One of the earliest and most prevalent unrelated 
MicroWave sources is the automatic door system used in 
many commercial buildings such as supermarkets, malls, 
restaurants and shopping centers. The majority of these 
operate in the X-Band and produce signals virtually indis 
tinguishable from conventional X-Band Police Radar. Other 
than the fact that door opening systems are vertically polar 
iZed, vs circular polariZation for police radar, there is no 
distinction betWeen the tWo that could be analyZed and used 
bv a receiver design. 

[0009] Until recently, virtually all of the door opening 
systems Were designed to operate in the X-Band. As a result, 
radar detectors generally announced X-Band alerts far more 
often than K-Band. As these X-Band ‘polluters’ greW in 
numbers, ultimately 99% of X-Band alerts Were from irrel 
evant sources. X-Band alerts became meaningless. The only 
bene?t that these sources offered the user Was some assur 

ance that the detector Was actually capable of detecting 
radar. It also gave the user some intuition into the product’s 
detection range. To minimiZe the annoyance to users, most 
radar detector manufacturers added a ?lter-like behavior that 
Was biased against X-Band sources. Many also added “Band 
priority” that Was biased against X and in favor of bands that 
Were less likely to contain irrelevant sources such as K, Ka, 
and Laser. If signals in both X and K Bands Were detected, 
band prioritiZation Would announce K, since it Was more 
likely be a threat to the driver. In the last feW years, K-Band 
door opening systems have also groWn in number. This has 
reduced the signi?cance of the K-Band Warning and further 
undercut the overall bene?t to the user of a radar detector. 

[0010] Another unrelated microWave signal is generated 
by traf?c management systems such as the ARTIMIS manu 
factured by TRW, used in Cincinnati, Ohio. ARTIMIS 
Stands for “Advanced Regional Traf?c Interactive Manage 
ment and Information System”, and reports traf?c ?oW 
information back to a central control center. Traf?c conges 
tion and other factors are analyZed by the control center. 
Control center employees use this information to formulate 
routing suggestions and other emergency information, 
Which they transmit to a large distribution of overhead and 
roadside signs. In order to collect information on vehicle 
traffic, a roadside ARTIMIS station transmits an X-Band 
signal toWard cars as they drive by. The ARTIMIS source, 
unlike the X-Band door opener systems, is distinguishable 
from police radar as it is not transmitted at a single ?Xed 
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frequency. As a result, it is possible to differentiate police 
radar signals from sources such as ARTIMIS, and ignore 
ARTIMIS sources in neWer detectors. Older detectors, hoW 
ever, do not incorporate this feature and could be obsolete in 
areas Where ARTIMIS is in use. 

[0011] Unrelated MicroWave signals are also transmitted 
by a system called the RASHID VRSS. Rashid is an 
acronym for Radar Safety Brake Collision Warning System. 
This electronic device Warns heavy trucks and ambulances 
of haZards in their path. A small number of these RASHID 
VRSS units have been deployed. They are categoriZed as a 
member of the ‘non-stationary’ set of unrelated sources. As 
in the ARTIMIS example, detection of RASHID can be 
prevented. 
[0012] Perhaps the biggest source of non-stationary unre 
lated sources is from other radar detectors. These are some 
times referred to as “polluting radar detectors,” and present 
a serious threat to some detector products. An early example 
of this occurred in the mid 1980’s When radar detectors 
using superhomodyne circuitry became popular. Such detec 
tors leak energy in the X-Band and K-bands and appeared as 
police radar to other detectors. A solution to this problem is 
described in US. Pat. No. 4,581,769, Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. A similar problem 
occurred in the early 1990’s When the Ka band Was Widened. 
An unexpected result Was that the Wider Ka band then also 
detected harmonics of.signals generated by local oscillators 
Within many existing radar detectors. US. Pat. No. 5,305, 
007, Which is hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety, describes a method for ignoring these polluting 
detectors. 

[0013] At this time, there are very feW signal sources that 
can cause false laser detections in comparison to the sub 
stantial list of false microWave signals just described. HoW 
ever there are certain types of equipment that can cause the 
ampli?ers and detection circuitry used in a laser detector to 
generate a “false” detect. In particular, certain locations near 
airports have been demonstrated to cause such problems for 
various laser detector products. As a result, selected airport 
environments are examples of stationary signals that pro 
duce false laser detections. 

[0014] As can be appreciated from the foregoing example, 
as sources of unrelated signals continue to propagate, radar 
detectors must continually increase in sophistication to ?lter 
unrelated sources and accurately identify police radar. Each 
of these changes and enhancements has the potential effect 
of obsoleting existing detectors that do not include appro 
priate countermeasures. Furthermore. some sources. particu 
larly stationary door opener sources, at this time cannot be 
?ltered economically, and thus threaten the usefulness of 
even the most sophisticated modern radar detector. 

[0015] During the 1980’s, the functionality of radar detec 
tors expanded into other classes of driver noti?cation. A 
system Was developed that required a special transmitter be 
placed on emergency vehicles, trains, and other driving 
haZards. The term ‘emergency radar’ Was coined, and a 
variety of products Were introduced that could detect these 
transmitters. One such solution Was disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 5,559,508, Which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety. Another system Was later introduced 
offering a larger class of ‘haZard categories’ called the SWS 
system. Both emergency radar and SWS involve the trans 
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mission of microWave signals in the ‘K’ band. Such signals 
are considered to be a part of the group of signal types that 
are intended to be detected by radar detectors. 

[0016] A draWback of these Warning systems is that sta 
tionary transmitters of these signals send the same message 
to drivers constantly, and become a nuisance during daily 
commute. This is bene?cial to ‘neW’ drivers receiving the 
message for the ?rst time. HoWever these messages become 
an annoyance to drivers Who folloW the same path to Work 
everyday. 
[0017] Thus, radar detector manufacturers are continually 
confronted With neW problems to solve, due to the variety of 
different types of unrelated sources and their sheer numbers. 
The rate at Which neW or upgraded radar detector models are 
introduced continues to increase as manufacturers try to 
evolve their products to manage the groWing number of 
unrelated sources. MeanWhile, the market for radar detectors 
is shrinking because consumers are no longer interested in 
buying products that so quickly become obsolete. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] The present invention overcomes these dif?culties 
bv providing a method of operating a radar detector that aids 
in the management of unrelated sources, and permitting the 
detector to dynamically improve its handling of unrelated 
sources. As noted above, many non-stationary sources can 
be identi?ed and ignored using existing technology. HoW 
ever, many stationary sources cannot, as yet be effectively 
?ltered economically With existing technology. Accordingly, 
the invention provides a radar detector that includes tech 
nology for determining the location of the detector, and 
comparing this location to the locations of knoWn stationary 
sources, to improve the handling of such detections. 

[0019] In one embodiment, a radar detector may ignore 
detections received in an area knoWn to contain a stationary 
source. In the speci?c embodiment described beloW, sub 
stantially more sophisticated processing is performed to 
determine Whether and What actions to take in response to a 
detection. 

[0020] The Global Positioning Satellite System (GPS) 
offers an electronic method for establishing current physical 
coordinates very accurately. In the detailed embodiment 
described beloW, a radar detector utiliZes a GPS system to 
determine its current position. The detector also maintain a 
list of the coordinates of the knoWn stationary source 
“offenders” in nonvolatile memory. Each time a microWave 
or laser source is detected, it Will compare its current 
coordinates to this list. Noti?cation of the driver Will take on 
a variety of forms depending on the setup con?guration. 

[0021] By adding GPS conditioning capabilities to a radar 
detector, the combination becomes a neW product category 
that is capable of rejecting signals from any given location 
no matter What the nature of the microWave/laser signals 
might be from that location. This Will have a dramatic effect 
on the usable life of the product and subsequent value to its 
oWner. 

[0022] The above and other objects and advantages of the 
present invention shall be made apparent from the accom 
panying draWings and the description thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0023] The accompanying draWings, Which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of this speci?cation, illustrate 
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embodiments of the invention and, together With a general 
description of the invention given above, and the detailed 
description of the embodiments given below, serve to 
explain the principles of the invention. 

[0024] FIG. 1 is an illustration of a vehicle receiving radar 
signals from police radar and from a number of unrelated 
sources, and further receiving global positioning signals 
from a global positioning satellite; 

[0025] FIG. 2 is an electrical block diagram of a radar 
detection circuit in accordance With principles of the present 
invention; 
[0026] FIG. 3 is a illustration of a database structure used 
by the radar detection circuit of FIG. 2, for storing infor 
mation radar signals received or receivable from unrelated 
sources at a number of locations, as identi?ed by cell 

coordinates; 
[0027] FIG. 4 is an illustration of a database structure used 
for storing historic information on the locations of a vehicle 
carrying the radar detection circuit of FIG. 2, as identi?ed 
by cell coordinates; 

[0028] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a database structure used 
for storing ?ags identifying various conditions at a number 
of locations, as identi?ed by cell coordinates; 

[0029] FIG. 6A is a How chart of the operations of the 
CPU of the radar detector of FIG. 2, carrying out principles 
of the present invention; 

[0030] FIG. 6B is a How chart of operations of the CPU 
of FIG. 2 in processing GPS information When GPS signals 
are being received; 

[0031] FIG. 6C is a How chart of operations of the CPU 
of FIG. 2 in updating stored information When a radar signal 
is being received; FIG. 6D is a How chart of operations of 
the CPU of FIG. 2 in updating stored information When a 
radar signal is not being received; 

[0032] FIG. 6E is a How chart of operations of the CPU 
of Fig.2 in responding to keypad activity to change operative 
mode of the GPS enabled radar detector; and 

[0033] FIG. 6F is a How chart of operations of the CPU 
of FIG. 2 in generating audible and visible responses based 
upon operating modes of the radar detector and the presence 
or absence of radar signals and stored information. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0034] To provide background for the present invention, a 
summary of GPS (Global Positioning System) technology 
Will noW be provided. GPS is a mature technology that 
provides a method for a GPS receiver to determine its 
relative location and velocity at any time. The (GPS) system 
is a WorldWide constellation of 24 satellites and their ground 
stations. GPS receivers on earth use ‘line of sight’ informa 
tion from these satellites as reference points to calculate 
positions accurate to a matter of meters. Advanced forms of 
GPS actually enable measurements to Within a centimeter. 
The Global Positioning System consists of three segments: 
a space segment of 24 orbiting satellites, a control segment 
that includes a control center and access to overseas com 

mand stations, and a user segment, consisting of GPS 
receivers and associated equipment. Over time GPS receiv 
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ers have been miniaturiZed to just a feW integrated circuits 
and have become very economical. 

[0035] An unfortunate side effect of the GPS system is that 
it can be used by enemy forces, as GPS signals can be picked 
up by any receiver including both domestic and foreign. 
When the United States Department of Defense devised the 
GPS system they incorporated a feature that prevents high 
precision measurements unless the receiver is equipped With 
special military ‘keys.’ This is accomplished With the inten 
tional introduction of “noise” into the satellite’s clock data 
Which adds noise (or inaccuracy) into position calculations. 
The DOD sometimes also sends slightly erroneous orbital 
data to the satellites, Which is transmitted back to receivers 
on the ground. This intentional degradation is referred to as 
“Selective Availability” or “SA” error. Military receivers use 
a decryption key to remove the SA errors. As a result of the 
SA error, there are tWo classes of GPS service, “Standard 
Positioning Service (SPS) and “Precise Positioning System” 
(PPS.). These classes are realiZed by having GPS satellites 
transmit tWo different signals: the Precision or P-code and 
the Coarse Acquisition or C/A-code. The P-code is designed 
for authoriZed military users and provides PPS service. To 
ensure that unauthoriZed users do not acquire the P-code, the 
DOD can engage an encryption segment on the P-code 
called anti-spoo?ng (AS). The C/A-code is designed for use 
by nonmilitary users and provides SPS service. The C/A 
code is less accurate and easier to jam than the P-code. It is 
also easier to acquire, so military receivers ?rst track the 
C/A-code and then transfer to the P-code. Selective avail 
ability is achieved by degrading the accuracy of the C/A 
code. 

[0036] The precision of SPS is stated as providing 100 
meter horiZontal and 156 meter vertical accuracy “95% of 
the time.” PPS is only available for the US. and allied 
military, certain US. Government agencies, and selected 
civil users speci?cally approved by the US. Government. 
PPS provides 22 meters horiZontal and 22.7 meters vertical 
accuracy 95% of the time. 

[0037] Other than intentional errors inserted by the DOD, 
there are a variety of other error sources that vary With 
terrain and other factors. GPS satellite signals are blocked by 
most materials. GPS signals Will not pass through buildings, 
metal, mountains, or trees. Leaves and jungle canopy can 
attenuate GPS signals so that they become unusable. In 
locations Where at least four satellite signals With good 
geometry cannot be tracked With suf?cient accuracy, GPS is 
unusable. 

[0038] The “Differential GPS” system Was developed in 
order to compensate for the inaccuracy of GPS readings. A 
high-performance GPS receiver (knoWn as a reference sta 
tion or beacon) is placed at a speci?c location; the informa 
tion it receives is then compared to the receiver’s location 
and corrects the SA satellite signal errors. The error data is 
then formatted into a correction message and transmitted to 
GPS users on a speci?c frequency (300 kHZ). A true or 
arbitrary set of coordinates are assigned to the position 
occupied by a reference GPS receiver. The difference 
betWeen these and the coordinates received via GPS at the 
reference is a very close approximation to the SA error at 
nearby sites. This error is nearly identical to the error 
calculated by any nearby GPS receiver. The reference site is 
sometimes referred to as a ‘beacon,’ as it constantly trans 
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mits these difference coordinates. A DPGS receiver is 
designed to receive both the GPS information and the 
beacon information. It generates a far more accurate esti 
mate of its coordinates by applying the difference informa 
tion to the GPS coordinates. The drawback to this is that the 
remote and reference receivers may not be using the same 
set of satellites in their computations. If this is the case, and 
the remote receiver incorporates the corrections, it may be 
accounting for satellite errors that are not included in its oWn 
measurement data. These corrections can make the differ 
ential solution Worse than the uncorrected GPS position. To 
prevent this error, an improved form of differential GPS 
involves the derivation of the corrections to the actual 
measurements made at the reference receiver to each satel 
lite. By receiving all of the corrections independently, the 
remote receiver can pick and choose Which are appropriate 
to its oWn observations. This method of DGPS is most 
Widely used. Typically, the DGPS correction signal loses 
approximately 1 m of accuracy for ever 150 km of distance 
from the reference station. 

[0039] The availability of Beacons for DGPS systems 
elevate the very threat that the SA error Was intended to 
reduce. In the presence of such netWorks, potentially hostile 
Weapons systems using DGPS could be developed relatively 
rapidly. For this reason and others, the SA error has dimin 
ished in military signi?cance. The White House has Directed 
that the S/A error be “Set to Zero” by the year 2006. 

[0040] In the United States, the US Coast Guard (USCG) 
and Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) have constructed a 
netWork of Beacon stations that service the majority of the 
eastern United States, the entire length of both coastlines, 
and the Great Lakes. Further plans exist to increase the 
density of this netWork to provide dual redundant coverage 
throughout the continental US by the end of the year 2000 
for a variety of applications including intelligent transpor 
tation system, infrastructure management, and public safety. 

[0041] The Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) provides cov 
erage in Canada for the St. LaWrence River, throughout the 
Great Lakes, and both coastlines. In total, there are over 160 
stations operational WorldWide With over 140 sites proposed 
to come online Within the next tWo years. Coverage cur 
rently exists in many other regions of the World including 
Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa, and South America. 

[0042] The beacons perform the differential calculation 
and broadcasts this information by modulating the data onto 
a 300 kHZ signal transmitted by the established netWork of 
Radiobeacons. The advantages of using the Beacon DGPS 
netWork include: (1) Free access to differential correction 
information; (2) Long range signal Which penetrates into 
valleys, and travels around obstacles; (3) High quality 
differential corrections Which are continuously monitored 
for integrity; and (4) Inexpensive user equipment. 

[0043] The range of the 300 kHZ signal is dependent upon 
a number of factors Which include transmission poWer and 
conductivity of the surface over Which the transmission is 
propagating. The Beacons Within the global netWork broad 
cast at varying poWer. Typical broadcasting ranges for 
radiobeacons vary from as little as 35 nautical miles to as 
much as 300 nautical miles. Signals broadcast by DGPS 
radiobeacons are integrity monitored by remote stations for 
quality of beacon transmission, differential corrections, and 
GPS positional information. In addition, government agen 
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cies concerned With public safety have made it their mandate 
to ensure that beacon DGPS services are available 24 hours 
a day, 365 days a year. Performance requirements for marine 
applications dictate that an availability of 99% or greater is 
required if a particular system is to be used as a sole means 
of navigation. The US Coast Guard and Army Corps of 
Engineers Beacon NetWork, for example, offer this high 
level of availability free of charge to all civilian users. 

[0044] There are other navigation systems in place, in 
addition to GPS, that merit revieW. LORAN-C is a ground 
based radio navigation system. It operates on a frequency 
band of 90 kHZ to 110 kHZ It has an approximate range 
of hundreds to thousands of miles, and an accuracy of 0.25 
nautical miles repeatable to 18-90 meters, With 95% con? 
dence. Loran-C is a pulsed hyperbolic system that provides 
0.25 nm predictable accuracy, 18-90 m repeatable accuracy, 
95% con?dence and 99.7% availability. Loran-C provides 
coverage for the continental US. and its coastal Waters, the 
Great Lakes, and most of Alaska. Many other countries are 
also involved in the providing of Loran-C (or Loran-like) 
services, or are in negotiations With their neighbors to 
expand coverage. These countries include India, NorWay, 
France, Ireland, Germany, Spain, Italy, Russia, China, Japan, 
the Philippines and others. 

[0045] Omega is a loW frequency band system With accu 
racy of 2 to 4 nautical miles With 95% con?dence level. 
Developed by the United States, it is operated in conjunction 
With six other nations. OMEGA is a very loW frequency, 
phase comparison, WorldWide radionavigation system 

[0046] Tacan operates in the US. in a frequency band of 
960 MHZ-1215 MHZ It has a range of approximately 
200 miles at high altitudes. TACAN is primarily used by 
US. and other military aircraft. TACAN radio stations are 
often co-located With civilian VOR systems alloWing mili 
tary aircraft to operate in civil airspace. The system provides 
the pilot With relative bearing and distance to the radio 
beacon. 

[0047] VOR operates in a frequency band of 108.0 MHZ 
117.95 MHZ It has an approximate range of 250 
miles, but accuracy as poor as 20 miles. VOR is a beacon 
based navigation system operated in the US. by the Federal 
Aviation Administration for civil aircraft navigation. 
When used by itself, the system alloWs users to determine 
their aZimuth from the VOR station Without using any 
directional equipment. VOR stations are radio beacons that 
transmit tWo signals. The ?rst, called the reference signal, is 
transmitted With constant phase all around the transmitter. 
The second signal is phase shifted from the ?rst depending 
on the compass direction of the user from the station. A 
simple, inexpensive receiver in the aircraft is used to deter 
mine the received phase difference of the tWo signals, and 
from that information the direction of the aircraft from the 
transmitter. By using tWo VOR stations, a speci?c location 
may be determined. 

[0048] Of all the navigation systems mentioned, GPS 
offers better service, more accuracy, and more serviceable 
regions than any other approach. There are various classes of 
GPS service that improve accuracy at higher costs. These 
include the folloWing categories: (1) LoW-cost, single 
receiver SPS projects (100 meter accuracy); (2) Medium 
cost. differential SPS code Positioning (1-10 meter accu 
racy); (3) High-cost, single receiver PPS projects (20 meter 
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accuracy); (4) High-cost, differential carrier phase surveys 
(1 mm to 1 cm accuracy); and (5) High-cost, Real-Time 
Kinematic (1 cm) With real time accuracy indications. 

[0049] Referring noW to FIG. 1, a vehicle 10 is illustrated 
in operation on a roadWay, under exposure to radio fre 
quency signals from a variety of sources. These include the 
GPS satellite system, LORAN or OMEGA radio toWers, 
non-police sources of interference such as restaurant 16, and 
police radar signals from a radar gun 18. In accordance With 
principles of the present invention, vehicle 10 is equipped 
With a radar detector able to identify the present coordinates 
and/or velocity of the vehicle, eg using an associated GPS 
receiver or alternatively a receiver of land-based signals 
such as LORAN. The radar detector is able to use this 
information to enhance its decision-making abilities. 

[0050] Referring noW to FIG. 2, the radar detector 20 in 
accordance With principles of the present invention includes 
a fusion processor 22 for controlling all functions of the unit. 
Fusion processor receives information on radar signals from 
a conventional microWave receiver 24, coupled to processor 
22 via a digital signal processor (DSP) 26. MicroWave 
receiver 24 and DSP 26 may utiliZe any of the techniques 
described above and in the above-referenced patents, for 
rejecting noise and increasing discrimination betWeen actual 
and spurious police radar signals. Further, receiver 24 and 
DSP 26 may be controlled by an optional second CPU 25, 
Which can enable additional signal evaluation beyond that 
Which is possible using a DSP. 

[0051] Processor 22 is further connected to a laser detector 
28 for detecting police LIDAR signals. Processor 22 is 
further connected to a GPS receiver 32 and a separate 
differential GPS (DGPS) receiver 30, such that differential 
GPS methodologies may be used Where beacon signals are 
available. Since the radar detector application described in 
this patent is not a candidate for military class service, it is 
not able to access the more accurate PPS. HoWever it is 
considered a “civil user” and can use the SPS Without 
restriction. 

[0052] Processor 22 executes a stored program, found in 
an electrically erasable programmable read only memory 
(EEPROM) 34, ?ash memory, or masked read only memory 
(ROM). The processor is programmed to manage and report 
detected signals in various Ways depending on its stored 
program. This programming includes functions for “detector 
response conditioning,” as elaborated beloW, e.g., With ref 
erence to FIGS. 6A through 6D. 

[0053] The radar detector further incorporates a user input 
keypad or sWitches 36. Operational commands are conveyed 
by the user to processor 22 via the keypad. Processor 22 is 
further connected to a display 38, Which may comprise one 
or more light emitting diodes for indicating various status 
conditions, or in a more feature-rich device, may include an 
alphanumeric or graphical display for providing detailed 
information to a user. Aspeaker 40 is also provided to enable 
processor 22 to deliver audible feedback to a user under 
various alert conditions, as is elaborated beloW. 

[0054] Processor 22 may further include an interface 44, 
such as an ODB II compliant interface, for connection to 
vehicle electronic systems 42 that are built into the vehicle 
10. Modern vehicles are being equipped With standardiZed 
information systems using the so-called OBD II standard 
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interface. This standard interface is described in an article 
entitled ODB II Diagnostics, by Larry Carley, from Import 
Car, Jan. 1997, Which is hereby incorporated herein by 
reference. Processor 22, using the OED II standard interface 
44, can obtain vehicle speed and other vehicle status infor 
mation directly from the vehicle, and then may use this 
information appropriately as described in more detail beloW. 

[0055] Processor 22 is further coupled to a Universal 
Serial Bus (USB) interface 46 that provides a means for 
uploading and doWnloading information to and from pro 
cessor 22. Speci?cally, USB interface 46 may be used to 
automate the assimilation of coordinate information into 
data structures in EEPROM 34, as described beloW With 
reference to FIGS. 3 through 5. USB interface 46 may also 
be used to interface the detector to a separate host computer 
or product application containing a larger storage capacity 
than available from internal memory. Remote storage 
devices may include any form of dynamically allocatable 
storage device (DASD) such as a hard disk drive, removable 
or ?xed magnetic, optical or magneto-optical disk drive, or 
removable or ?xed memory card, or any device including a 
dynamic directory structure or table of contents included in 
the storage format to permit dynamic storage allocation. The 
host computer or other connected device need not be visible 
to the driver and may be in any convenient location, such as 
under the vehicle dash. 

[0056] Coordinate information can be stored, e.g., on a 
hard drive organiZed With an indexed database structure to 
facilitate rapid retrieval, and the hard drive may include a 
special purpose processor to facilitate rapid retrieval of this 
information. 

[0057] Where a general purpose host computer is con 
nected via the USB interface, it Will likely be based on a 
higher scale CPU chip and thus be able to efficiently carry 
out complex coordinate comparison tasks such as are 
described beloW, and such tasks may be delegated to the host 
CPU rather than carried out in fusion processor 22. The host 
CPU can also anticipate the need for information about 
particular coordinates based upon vehicle movements, and 
respond by retrieving records Within proximity of the current 
location for ready deliver, to fusion processor 22. The host 
computer can also provide navigational functions to the 
driver, potentially using stored signal information and ?ag 
bits to provide the user With location-speci?c information 
about driving haZards and potential police stakeout loca 
tions. 

[0058] Signal information may also be doWnloaded from 
other hosts, for example, a connection may be established 
directly via the USB interface to an Internet site carrying 
signal information, as is noW done in a text form at the 
Internet site speedtrap.com. An indirect Internet connection 
may also be established via a host computer. Furthermore, 
connections may be established betWeen tWo receivers, eg 
a trained receiver having extensive signal information, and 
a receiver having less extensive information, to transfer 
signal information betWeen the receivers so that either or 
both has a more complete set of signal information. 

[0059] Generally speaking, processor 22 compares the 
radar detector’s immediate coordinates With a stored list of 
the coordinates of unWanted stationary sources. If the radar 
detector receives a microWave/laser signal Within a certain 
distance of one of these pre-designated sources, processor 22 
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applies additional constraints to the detection criterion 
before alerting the user. Since stationary radar sources make 
up the bulk of the unWanted sources, there is a signi?cant 
bene?t resulting from these functions. Further details on 
these operations are provided beloW With reference to FIGS. 
6A through 6D. 

[0060] FIG. 3 illustrates data structures 50 stored in 
EEPROM 34 and used for managing information utiliZed in 
accordance With principles of the present invention. As seen 
in FIG. 3, these data structures include a plurality of main 
entries 52, each including a ?eld 54 for a coordinate, a ?eld 
56 for identifying the date and time data Was collected, and 
three ?elds 58, 60 and 62 providing information on the 
source. 

[0061] Field 54 provides the coordinate of a “cell” of 
space. As Will be elaborated beloW, coordinates provided by 
GPS receiver 32 are reduced in resolution to arrive at a 
“cell” coordinate, Which indicates that the current location of 
the receiver is Within a relatively large (e.g., Vs or 1A1 mile 
square) block of space on the Earth’s surface. This approach 
reduces the storage requirements for information stored by 
the radar detector to a manageable level. The siZes of the 
cells can be variably adjusted based upon the available 
memory and the desired precision. In the present example, 
128 bits are allocated to storing cell coordinates, so the cell 
coordinates can only have as much precision as can be 
provided in 128 bits, a cell, e.g., by discarding the least 
signi?cant bits of the coordinates. In other applications, 
different bit siZes and resolutions could be utiliZed. It Will 
also be noted that the storage requirements can be reduced 
by designing the receiver for operation only in a speci?ed 
part of the Earth, eg., only in Europe, Japan or North 
America. By so doing, part of the coordinates for a cell Will 
not need to be stored because they Will be the same for all 
stored cells. In such an embodiment, Whenever the coordi 
nates provided by the GPS receiver fall outside of the 
pre-established region, the receiver Will either disable all 
storage of information (if approved via operational input 
from the user), or establish a neW region of interest and 
discard all data from previously identi?ed regions. Alterna 
tively, the operator may set the device in either a “precision” 
(high coordinate resolution) or “Wide area” (loW coordinate 
resolution) mode, based upon the driving habits of the 
driver. In “Wide area” mode, the reduced resolution used for 
each cell coordinate permits a greater number of coordinates 
to be stored, albeit With reduced precision as to each 
coordinate. Rural drivers and others that often folloW com 
mon paths, Would be best suited to “precision” mode, 
Whereas urban drivers Would be better suited to “Wide area” 
mode. As a further alternative, the detector may automati 
cally select a mode based upon the memory consumption or 
the time lapse before the memory of the detector becomes 
full; if the memory ?lls rapidly, the unit Would automatically 
sWitch to a “Wide area” mode using loW precision coordi 
nates, Whereas if the memory never ?lls or ?lls only sloWly, 
the unit Will remain in its “precision” mode. 

[0062] The date and time information in ?eld 56 is useful 
When selecting least recently used (oldest) entries in storage 
for replacement, as is described further beloW. 

[0063] Fields 58, 60 and 62 store source incidence 
counters, one for each of a plurality of frequency blocks. 
Field 58 stores counter(s) for block(s) in the X band. Field 
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60 stores counter(s) for block(s) in the K band. Field 62 
stores counter(s) for block(s) in the Ka band. The number of 
blocks in each band can vary in different embodiments of the 
present invention, and is a function of the signal frequency 
content details provided by the detector 24 and DSP 26. As 
one example, the X, K and Ka bands are divided into a total 
of 32 frequency blocks. Each block is provided a 4-bit 
counter in ?elds 58, 60 and 62. The counters have a 
minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 15, and are a 
measure of the number of times a signal in the associated 
frequency block has been detected at that location. As Will 
be described beloW in greater detail, the “source incidence” 
counters are used in identifying geographic locations that 
appear to have spurious sources of police radar signals, due 
to repeated detection of such signals Without con?rmation of 
police activity. 
[0064] In the data structures shoWn in FIG. 3, to save 
space, main entries 52 are interleaved With a greater number 
of differential entries 64, each of Which stores information 
for a cell. A ?rst ?eld in a differential entry 64 is an index 
pointer 66 to a main entry 52, eg an index to a storage 
location at Which the main entry is stored. A second ?eld is 
a differential ?eld 68 that identi?es the difference betWeen 
the coordinate of the differential entry 64 and the coordinate 
stored in the main entry 52. The index and differential can 
be stored in substantially feWer than 128 bits, so that a 
differential entry 64 is substantially smaller than a main 
entry, thus saving storage space. Differential entries further 
include a date and time ?eld 56 and ?elds 58, 60 and 62 for 
storing counters for X, K or Ka frequencies, as described 
above. 

[0065] FIG. 4 illustrates data structures 70 used to store 
vehicle motion history records or trip records in EEPROM 
34. These data structures include main entries 72 Which 
include ?eld 74 storing a 128 bit cell coordinate, folloWed by 
a speed ?eld 76 Which can be, for example, 7 bits in length. 
Differential entries 78 associated With each main entry 
include a differential coordinate ?eld 80 indicating the 
difference in the cell coordinate from the associated main 
entry 72, and a speed ?eld 76 indicating a speed recorded at 
the cell. Because motion history records or trip records are 
stored sequentially during motion of the detector, differential 
entries 78 are stored after and adjacent to the associated 
main entry 72. Accordingly, differential entries 78 do not 
require an index ?eld to associate the differential entry 78 
With a main entry 72, because the association is implied 
from the location of the differential entry 78 in memory after 
its associated main entry 72. 

[0066] History entries may be used for a number of 
purposes. For example, in the folloWing description, history 
entries are accessed as part of de?ning an “everyday route” 
taken by the detector at the operator’s identi?cation. History 
entries may also be used for driver monitoring: they may be 
doWnloaded to a host PC via USB interface 46, and evalu 
ated to determine Whether the vehicle has taken abrupt turns, 
shoW excessive speed, or entered undesired locations, all of 
Which may be useful in monitoring the activity, e.g., of 
teenage drivers. History entries may also be uploaded to PC 
to provide evidence of the driving history of the vehicle 
before and at the time of a police citation for speeding. If a 
driver has been unfairly cited for speeding, history records 
from the detector can provide compelling evidence to court 
that the citation is in error. For the purpose of enabling these 
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uses, history entries stored by fusion processor 22 are 
encrypted When stored and cannot be modi?ed by fusion 
processor 22 or any PC software supplied for vieWing those 
entries. 

[0067] FIG. 5 illustrates data structures 82 that can be 
used to store haZard information and other ?ag bits related 
to cells. These data structures 82 include main entries 84 
Which include a full 128 bit cell coordinate in ?eld 88, 
folloWed by a date and time ?eld 90 and ?ag bits 92 
indicating the haZard or condition associated With the iden 
ti?ed location. The differential entries 86 include an indeX 
?eld 94 pointing to one of the main entries, a differential 
coordinate ?eld 96 indicating the difference in the cell 
coordinate from the associated main entry 84, a date and 
time ?eld 98, and a set of ?ag bits 92 indicating the haZard 
or condition associated With the identi?ed location. The ?ag 
bits may identify various haZard conditions. For example, in 
the speci?c embodiment described beloW, there is an 
“alWays Warn” ?ag bit that indicates that police activity has 
previously been con?rmed at the location, and therefore the 
user should be Warned of all apparent police radar signals at 
the location. Further, there is a “location lockout” ?ag that 
indicates that broadband sources of spurious police radar 
signals have been experienced at the location, and therefore 
in the future Warnings of police radar signals should be 
suppressed at the location. Similarly, a “minimal visual 
lockout” ?ag indicates that, due to the unWanted distraction 
of spurious police radar Warnings at a location, only a 
minimal visual Warning should be made of police radar 
signals identi?ed at the location. The ?ag bits further include 
“frequency lockout” bits, one for each frequency block 
identi?ed by the radar receiver. These bits identify frequen 
cies at the location in Which spurious police radar signals 
have previously been encountered, so that in the future 
apparent police radar signals at the same frequencies are 
ignored. The ?ag bits may also include additional ?ags to 
Warn of other conditions, such as that there Was construction 
at the identi?ed location, or that some other cause for traf?c 
sloWdoWns Were seen at the identi?ed location, to aid in 
vehicle navigation. 

[0068] The information contained in the databases of 
FIGS. 3 and 5 may be assimilated by the detector through 
operation, as is described beloW. Alternatively. this infor 
mation may be pre-installed in the detector, eg via an 
upload from a host PC via the USB port 46. There Would be 
substantial bene?ts to pre-training a detector in this Way for 
a particular geographic area. By pre-training the detector, the 
driver Would not have to enure the audible alerts that Would 
naturally occur before it is trained for each source of 
spurious police radar signals. In a give area, the ideal 
training pro?le Would not vary much from one detector to 
the neXt, since all detectors should reject the same sources 
in the same areas. As a result, there are feW issues that Would 
have to be resolved in order to transfer training information 
from one radar detector. 

[0069] The Internet provides a convenient means for stor 
ing and accessing repositories of information. Web sites Will 
be established and devoted to this task. They Will provide 
several convenient types of training information. One Will 
be a training ?le containing the coordinate information from 
the online “Speed Trap Registry” at the internet site 
WWW.speedtrap.com. This information Would be usable to 
set “alWays Warn” bits at the locales of knoWn speed traps. 
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Asecond type of training information Would be training ?les 
submitted by individuals for use in particular areas, and the 
third type of information Would be aggregate training ?les 
created by integrating individually-submitted information 
into single ?les organiZed by region. Aggregate training ?les 
Would be managed and updated by the Web site administra 
tor. 

[0070] Training ?les Would have loW value if they could 
not be readily used by other detectors. The transferability of 
training ?les from one detector to another Will depend on the 
differences in hoW real World signals are perceived by their 
embedded processors. In large part, these differences are a 
direct result of manufacturing and component variations. 
During the manufacturing process, a detector goes through 
a set of calibration steps in order to guarantee that the unit 
meets speci?cations for Spectral Band Coverage and Sen 
sitivity. These calibration steps reduce the cost of designing 
the product since loWer cost, poorer tolerance components 
can be used on the assumption that a ?nal manufacturing 
calibration procedure Will eventually compensate for the 
loWer tolerance. Once calibrated, an acceptable product 
must also be able to perform over a prede?ned temperature 
range. 

[0071] Component tolerance, manufacturing calibration, 
and operating temperature are key factors that determine 
hoW the spectrum of microWave signals are ‘vieWed’ by the 
embedded Microprocessor or DSP. Radar products convert 
the spectral band such as X-Band into an array of values that 
are proportional to the signal energy in consecutive slots or 
bins of the spectrum. In order for the product to be ‘in 
tolerance’ these slot positions must be adjusted so they 
precisely cover the full range of X, K, and the Ka bands 

[0072] The calibration procedure is only concerned With 
guaranteeing that the slots provide adequate coverage of 
each band. It is less concerned as to Whether any one of these 
slots falls on a precise physical frequency. Therefore the ?rst 
frequency block in one detector Will not necessary be 
perceived at the same frequency as the ?rst slot in another 
detector. 

[0073] If training data is to be shared betWeen various 
detectors, it Will be necessary for supporting softWare to 
compensate for these variations. When neW pre-trained data 
is supplied, the detector Will undergo an authentication 
procedure in order to determine the relationships betWeen 
the pre-train data and its oWn receiver con?guration. This 
Will be based on comparing the frequencies of neWly 
encountered sources to those of the pre-train data at match 
ing coordinates. By comparing the observed frequencies to 
those in the training set, a “correction pro?le” Will be 
constructed, that represents the change betWeen the pre-train 
data and the output of the local microWave receiver. At the 
end of the authentication procedure, the entire pre-training 
?le Will be incorporated into the active train data. During the 
authentication procedure, the user Will be eXposed to uncon 
ditioned detector responses. This authentication procedure 
Will be substantially shorter than the training period of a 
virgin detector. Once authentication is complete, the user 
Will receive a noti?cation indicating that the product is 
sWitching from authentication over to normal operation. If 
the training mode is engaged, the authenticated data Will 
continue to be massaged by neW driving encounters, as 
detailed beloW. 
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[0074] Referring noW to FIG. 6A, operations of the fusion 
processor 22 to carry out principles of the present invention 
can be described in greater detail. Fusion processor 22 
performs a main loop of steps during regular operation of 
GPS enabled radar detection. This main loop of steps is 
illustrated in FIG. 6A and is detailed in FIGS. 6B through 
6F. 

[0075] When fusion processor 22 is initialiZed, i.e., When 
poWer to the GPS enabled radar detector is turned on, the 
device is initialiZed in step 100. This initialiZation step 
includes performing diagnostic checks on the various cir 
cuitry illustrated in FIG. 2 to insure its proper operation, as 
Well as initialiZation of the GPS receiver 32 to insure GPS 
signals can be received accurately by fusion processor 22. In 
addition, various internal variables, such as a variable for 
identifying a current position, are initialiZed. The initial 
values are chosen to insure proper operation; for eXample, 
the current position variable is initialiZed to a value that Will 
cause the ?rst pass through the main loop FIG. 6A to include 
processing of a current location in steps 110 and 112 in 
accordance With FIGS. 6B-6E, as discussed beloW. 

[0076] The ?rst step in the main loop performed by fusion 
processor 22, is step 102, in Which radar detection circuitry 
24 and 26 is accessed to obtain information on police radar 
signals currently being received by the GPS enabled radar 
detector. In a subsequent step 104, fusion processor 22 
communicates With GPS receiver 32 to request a current 
location and a current vehicle speed from the GPS receiver 
32. This information can then be utiliZed in performing GPS 
related operations described in the following steps. As noted 
above, vehicle speed may also be obtained from the vehicle 
itself via an OBDII interface 44 if the vehicle in Which the 
GPS enabled radar detector is installed has a suitable OBD 
connector for delivering vehicle speed information. It Will 
be appreciated further that vehicle location information 
might also be obtained via an OBDII connector from a GPS 
receiver that may be built into the vehicle Within Which the 
GPS enabled radar detector is installed. When the vehicle in 
Which the GPS enabled radar detector is installed has both 
vehicle speed and vehicle position information available via 
an OBDII connector, the GPS receiver 32 may not be used 
at all, or may not even be included in the GPS enabled radar 
detector, to facilitate cost reduction for the GPS enabled 
radar detector. 

[0077] FolloWing steps 102 and 104 in Which current 
police radar and GPS related information is obtained, dif 
ferent actions are taken based upon Whether GPS informa 
tion is available. Speci?cally, in step 106 it is determined 
Whether a GPS signal has been received. If a GPS signal is 
available, then all GPS enhanced functions of the radar 
detector may be performed. If no GPS signal has been 
received, then the radar detector Will revert to processing 
police radar signals at a manner analogous to conventional 
non-GPS enabled radar detectors. 

[0078] Assuming for the moment that a GPS signal is 
available in step 106, and therefore a current position for the 
vehicle is knoWn, then in step 108 a sequence of steps is 
preformed to process the GPS signal, as is further detailed 
beloW With reference to FIG. 6B, 6C and 6D. This process 
ing can include retrieval and/or updating of stored police 
radar information and the signal information database illus 
trated in FIG. 3, the vehicle history database illustrated in 
FIG. 4, and/or the ?ag database illustrated in FIG. 5. 
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[0079] After processing the GPS signal, in step 110 key 
pad activity on keypad 36 is detected and processed to alter 
operating modes of the GPS enabled radar detector, as 
described beloW in further detail With reference to FIG. 6E. 
The operative modes controllable through the keypad 
include: 

[0080] a “Warning suppression” mode in Which Warn 
ings, particularly audible Warnings, produced by the 
GPS enabled radar detector are suppressed so that 
they are not disturbing to the operator of the vehicle. 

[0081] an “expert meter” mode in Which detailed 
information regarding received Warning signals are 
displayed on display 38 of the GPS enabled radar 
detector, as described in US. Pat. No. 5,668,554, 
Which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in 
its entirety. 

[0082] a “data overWrite” mode in Which the GPS 
enabled radar detector saves, into the signal infor 
mation database of FIG. 3, data regarding any loca 
tion not previously stored in the database, even When 
this signal information database is full, by overWrit 
ing the oldest data in the signal information database 
When necessary. When the “data overWrite” mode is 
disabled, then the signal information database Will 
not be overWritten once it becomes full. 

[0083] a “frequency lockout” mode, in Which police 
radar frequencies detected by the receiver are taken 
to be from non-police sources, and appropriate ?ags 
are set in the ?ag database illustrated in FIG. 5. The 
“frequency lockout” mode is engaged by the vehicle 
operator When non-police radar signals are being 
received and the operator Wishes to suppress future 
Warning signals caused by the same sources at the 
same geographic locations. As noted beloW, “fre 
quency lockout” mode can only be engaged While 
the GPS enabled radar detector is detecting an appar 
ent police radar signal and Will be automatically 
disengaged When this signal is no longer being 
received. 

[0084] a “location lockout” mode, in Which the ?ag 
database of FIG. 5 is updated to suppress all audible 
Warnings of radar signals at the current location of 
the vehicle. As is the case With the “frequency 
lockout” mode, the “location lockout” mode Will be 
enabled by a vehicle operator When the vehicle is 
near to a knoWn source of spurious police radar 
signals of a broadband character. The “location lock 
out” mode can only be engaged While the GPS 
enabled radar detector is detecting an apparent police 
radar signal, and Will be automatically disengaged 
Whenever a police radar signal is no longer being 
received from the GPS enabled radar detector. 

[0085] a “minimal visual lockout” mode, in Which 
the ?ag database of FIG. 5 is updated to suppress 
most or all visual Warnings of radar signals at the 
current location of the vehicle. The “location lock 
out” mode Will be enabled by a vehicle operator 
When the vehicle is near to a knoWn source of 
spurious police radar signals of a broadband charac 
ter, and at that location does not Wish to be disturbed 
by even a visual radar signal Warning. The “location 
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lockout” mode can only be engaged While the GPS 
enabled radar detector is detecting an apparent police 
radar signal, and Will be automatically disengaged 
Whenever a police radar signal is no longer being 
received from the GPS enabled radar detector. 

[0086] a “police con?rmation” mode, in Which ?ags 
in the ?ag database of FIG. 5 Will be set to insure a 
Warning signal is alWays delivered for any police 
radar signal received at the current vehicle location. 
The “police con?rmation” mode Will be activated by 
a vehicle operator upon sighting a police stakeout. 

[0087] a “training” mode, in Which the GPS enabled 
radar detector Will store signal information for all 
geographic locations that the GPS enabled radar 
detector reaches or passes during operation. When 
“training” mode is disabled, the signal incidence 
counters found in the signal information database of 
FIG. 3, Will not be modi?ed by the GPS enabled 
radar detector during its normal operation. 

[0088] a “route identi?cation” mode in Which the 
route currently traveled by the vehicle is memorized 
by the GPS enabled radar detector to be subsequently 
referenced in performing radar detection. Using 
“route identi?cation” mode, a user may establish one 
or more everyday routes traveled by the vehicle, and 
cause the GPS enabled radar detector to continuously 
update its signal incidence information in the signal 
information database of FIG. 3 Whenever one of 
these routes are traversed. Routes are identi?ed by an 
operator by entering the “route identi?cation” mode 
at the beginning a route, and then eXiting the “route 
identi?cation” at the end of the route. 

[0089] After selecting appropriate modes based upon key 
pad activity, in step 112, an appropriate audible or visible 
response is produced by the GPS enabled radar detector 
based upon it current operating mode and the presence or 
absence of radar detector signal received in step 102. Details 
of this operation are described beloW With reference to FIG. 
6F. After step 112, processing returns to step 102 to obtain 
a neW radar detector signal output and a neW current location 
and speed and then perform additional analysis of that data 
as described above. 

[0090] As noted above, in some circumstances a GPS 
signal Will not be available during operation of the GPS 
enabled radar detector. In this case, processing continues 
from step 106 to step 114 in Which any non-GPS related 
operational modes may be activated based upon the activity 
at keypad 35. GPS enabled modes are unavailable so long as 
no GPS signal has been obtained, so the processing in step 
114 eliminates those modes Which cannot be activated in the 
absence of a GPS signal. After step 114, processing contin 
ues to step 112 in Which an appropriate audible or visible 
response is generated based upon the current operating mode 
and the radar detected signal received in step 102. 

[0091] Referring noW to FIG. 6B, the processing per 
formed on a GPS signal in step 108 of FIG. 6A can be 
described in greater detail. As a ?rst step 120, GPS coordi 
nates received from the GPS receiver 32 are modi?ed by 
reducing their accuracy. This process is knoWn as “gridding” 
the coordinates and involves truncating that part of the 
coordinate of greater accuracy than the de?ned grid. As a 
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consequence of this modi?cation, the GPS coordinate is 
mapped into a cell number; every location on the globe falls 
Within a cell of the grid, and has a particular cell number 
derived from the most signi?cant bits of the GPS coordi 
nates measured Within the cell. Cells may be relatively 
small, i.e., one-eighth of a mile square, or may be relatively 
large, i.e., one mile square. 

[0092] After a current cell number is generated from GPS 
coordinates, then actions are taken based upon Whether the 
vehicle is transitioning from one cell to another, and further 
based upon current operational modes of the GPS enabled 
grid are detected. In the ?rst of these steps 122, it is 
determined Whether the current cell obtained from the GPS 
receiver is the same a stored prior cell obtained from the 
GPS receiver during the previous pass through the process 
ing of FIG. 6B. If so, the vehicle is in the same cell as has 
been previously processed, and then no further processing 
for the current cell is required, and the process of FIG. 6B 
returns. 

[0093] If, hoWever, the vehicle has moved to a neW cell, 
then in step 124, the cell number for this neW current cell is 
stored as the prior cell, so that in subsequent passes through 
the process of FIG. 6B. it Will be knoWn Whether or not the 
vehicle has moved to another cell. 

[0094] After step 124, steps are taken to manage “every 
day route” modes of the GPS enabled radar detector. As 
noted above, the user of the GPS enabled radar detector may 
establish one or more everyday routes traveled by the 
vehicle and cause the GPS enabled radar detector to, along 
those routes continuously update its signal incidence infor 
mation in the signal information database of FIG. 3. Accord 
ingly, When the GPS enabled radar detector detects that it is 
folloWing one of these everyday routes, then it Will auto 
matically enter its everyday route mode, and subsequently 
perform different processing (as further described beloW in 
connection With FIGS. 6C and 6D). As seen in FIG. 6B, 
each time the GPS enabled radar detector determines in step 
122 that it has passed from one cell to another, then (a.) if 
the detector has been folloWing an everyday route, an 
evaluation is made Whether the GPS enabled radar detector 
is continuing to folloW the previously de?ned everyday 
route, or if the detector has not been folloWing an 
everyday route, a determination is made Whether the GPS 
enabled radar detector has started folloWing a previously 
de?ned everyday route. 

[0095] In the ?rst step of this process, in step 126 it is 
determined Whether the GPS enabled radar detector is 
already in its “everyday route” mode. If the radar detector is 
not currently not in its “everyday route” mode, then it is 
determined Whether the radar detector is entering an every 
day route; speci?cally, in step 128, it is determined Whether 
the current cell coordinate is on any of the pre-stored 
everyday routes. If the current cell is on one of the everyday 
routes, then the GPS enabled radar detector Will determine 
that the vehicle carrying the detector is beginning or joining 
one of these pre-stored routes. In such a case, in step 130 the 
GPS enabled radar detector Will enter its “everyday route” 
mode for the stored route containing the current cell coor 
dinate. If the current coordinate is not on any stored route, 
step 130 is bypassed. 

[0096] Returning to step 126, if the GPS enabled radar 
detector is already in its “everyday route” mode, then it is 
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determined Whether the detector is continuing to folloW this 
route. In this case, processing proceeds from step 126 to step 
132 to determine Whether the everyday route is being 
followed. Speci?cally, in step 132 it is determined Whether 
the current coordinate is on the current everyday route. If 
not, then in step 134 the GPS enabled radar detector eXits it 
“everyday route” mode, indicating that the vehicle is no 
longer on the previously stored everyday route. OtherWise, 
step 134 is bypassed, and the detector remains in its “every 
day route” mode. 

[0097] FolloWing step 134 or immediately folloWing step 
130, additional steps are performed to determine Whether 
and hoW to update previously stored signal incidence infor 
mation in the signal information database of FIG. 3. Pro 
cessing also proceeds to step 140 from steps 132 or directly 
from step 128 based upon conditions described above. 

[0098] In step 140 it is determined Whether a radar signal 
is being received by the GPS enabled radar detector. If so, 
then in step 142 the procedure described beloW With refer 
ence to FIG. 6C is performed to update, as needed, the 
signal information database of FIG. 3. If no radar signal is 
being currently detected, then in step 144 the process 
described beloW With reference to FIG. 6D is performed to 
update, as needed, the signal information database of FIG. 
3. After step 142 or 144, in step 146 the history database of 
FIG. 4 is updated by removing the oldest history entry from 
that database (if necessary to make room), and creating a 
neW history entry for the current cell. The neW history entry 
Will include the cell coordinate or a differential coordinate as 
discussed above With reference to FIG. 4, and Would also 
include a vehicle speed as obtained in step 104 from the GPS 
receiver or alternatively from an OBD II interface to the 
vehicle. FolloWing step 146, the processing of the GPS 
signal is complete. 

[0099] Referring to FIG. 6C, updating of the signal infor 
mation database of FIG. 3 in the presence of a police radar 
signal can be elaborated. In the ?rst step 150 it is determined 
Whether the GPS enabled radar detector is in its “signal 
tracking” mode. The “signal tracking” mode is entered 
Whenever the GPS enabled radar detector is receiving an 
apparent police radar signal as the detector is passing 
through space. So long as an apparent police radar signal is 
being continuously detected, the detector Will remain in 
signal tracking mode in order to associate that police radar 
signal With all of the geographic locations in Which it Was 
detected. It Will be appreciated that the process of FIG. 6C 
Will not commence unless there is a police radar signal being 
detected; therefore, the ?rst step 150 is to determine Whether 
the detector is in its signal tracking mode, and if not, in step 
152 to enter the signal tracking mode to thereby begin 
tracking the police radar signal that had not previously been 
detected. 

[0100] After step 152 or after step 150 if the detector is 
already in its signal tracking mode, in step 154 the current 
cell coordinate and the frequency data for the current cell is 
stored in a special tracking storage area accessible to fusion 
processor 22 in EEPROM 34. The frequency data and cell 
information stored in this tracking storage can be used 
subsequently to identify the source of the tracked police 
radar signal more accurately. 

[0101] After step 154, different actions are taken based 
upon Whether the signal information database of FIG. 3 
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already contains signal information for the detector’s current 
cell coordinate. If there is no matching cells in the signal 
information database of FIG. 3, then processing continues to 
step 158 in Which it is determined Whether the signal 
information database of FIG. 3 is full, i.e., all the storage 
space allocated to this database in EEPROM 34 has been 
consumed. If all the space has been consumed, then in step 
160 it is determined Whether the GPS enabled radar detector 
is in its “data overWrite” mode. If so, then the user has 
identi?ed that current information should be stored for each 
cell encountered by the vehicle, even When doing so requires 
the elimination of older stored data. Accordingly, in data 
overWrite mode, processing proceeds from step 160 to step 
162 in Which the oldest signal and ?ag entries in the 
databases of FIGS. 3 and 5 are removed, and then to step 
164 in Which neW signal and ?ag entries are created for the 
current cell so that signal information and ?ag information 
can be stored. If, hoWever, the detector is not in its “data 
overWrite” mode in step 160, then a Warning is delivered to 
the user that storage of information is being prevented due 
to the database being full (step 166). 

[0102] After step 166 or 164, or immediately after step 
156 if there is already data stored for the current cell, in step 
168 it is determined Whether the GPS enabled radar detector 
is in its “training” or “everyday route” mode. As noted 
above, in these modes, signal information stored in the 
database of FIG. 3 is continuously updated each time a cell 
is encountered. Accordingly, if the detector is in either its 
“training” or “everyday route” mode, then in step 170 the 
unWanted source incidence counter for each frequency block 
identi?ed by the radar receiver 24 as containing signal, is 
incremented, preventing an over?oW. Subsequently, in step 
172 the unWanted source incidence counter for each fre 
quency block identi?ed by the radar receiver 24 as not 
having signal, is decremented, preventing an under?oW. This 
thus updates the source incidence counters for each fre 
quency block for the current cell. After this processing, or 
immediately after step 168 if the GPS enabled radar detector 
is not in the “training” or “everyday route” mode, updating 
in step 142 is complete. 

[0103] Referring noW to FIG. 6D, processing in step 144, 
to update various databases When no signal is detected, can 
be explained. As Will be elaborated beloW, When no police 
radar signal is being received by the GPS enabled radar 
detector, this indicates that many of the modes described 
above for tracking and identifying sources of police radar 
signal should be terminated. 

[0104] Speci?cally, in step 180 it is determined Whether 
the GPS enabled radar detector is in “signal tracking” mode. 
As discussed above, the “signal tracking” mode signi?es 
that the GPS enabled radar detector is currently tracking the 
cell locations and frequencies of an apparent police radar 
signal detected by the GPS enabled radar detector. As 
discussed above With reference to FIG. 6C, step 152, the 
GPS enabled radar detector Will enter “signal tracking” 
Whenever an apparent police radar signal is received. So 
long as the signal is continuously received, processing of the 
GPS signal Will pass through step 140 of FIG. 6B to FIG. 
6C, and “signal tracking” mode Will remain engaged. If, 
hoWever, no police radar signal is being received When 
processing of the GPS signal passes through step 140 of 
FIG. 6B, then processing Will pass to FIG. 6D and thus to 
step 180 of FIG. 6D. In the ?rst pass through FIG. 6B after 
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a police radar signal has faded, e.g., due to motion of the 
vehicle past the source of that signal, “signal tracking” mode 
Will still be engaged as a consequence of prior passes 
through FIGS. 6B and 6C. Thus, if in step 180 of FIG. 6D, 
if “signal tracking” mode is engaged, but no police radar 
signal is currently being received, this indicates that the 
previously detected signal has just faded. In such a situation, 
a complete record has been made of the locations in Which 
the source Was received by the GPS enabled radar detector. 
This record can be used to characteriZe the source as to 
location and frequency, by analyZing the cells in Which the 
signal Was tracked, and the frequencies in Which the signal 
Was tracked. Thus, if in step 144, the GPS enabled radar 
detector is “signal tracking” mode, in step 182 the detector 
eXits its “signal tracking” mode. Subsequently, steps are 
taken to store relevant information collected for the tracked 
signal. 

[0105] In a ?rst step 184, it is determined Whether the GPS 
enabled radar detector is in “police con?rmation” mode. If 
so, then the vehicle operator has pressed a key on the keypad 
of the GPS enabled radar detector indicating that a police 
stakeout Was sighted, during the tracking of apparent police 
radar signals. In such a case, in step 186 the “alWays Warn” 
?ag bit is set for all or the centralmost cells in the tracked 
sequence of cells identi?ed While in “signal tracking” mode. 
Thus, the likely locations of the source of the tracked signal 
are identi?ed and the ?ag bits are set so that any apparent 
police radar signal found in those cells Will alWays cause the 
user to be Warned of police radar. 

[0106] If the GPS enabled radar detector is not in “police 
con?rmation” mode, in step 188 it is determined Whether the 
GPS enabled radar detector is in “frequency lockout” mode. 
As described above, the detector Will be in “frequency 
lockout” mode if the vehicle operator has used the keypad to 
indicate that any apparent police radar signals that Were 
tracked in the preceding and current cell, are from spurious 
sources, and that the frequencies in Which those spurious 
signals appeared should be ignored in subsequent passes 
through the same cell location. Accordingly, if the detector 
is in “frequency lockout” mode in step 188, processing 
continues to step 190 in Which the lockout bits, in the ?ag 
bits 92, are set for all or central cells of the tracked path 
taken by the vehicle, for those frequencies that Were iden 
ti?ed during the “signal tracking” mode. 

[0107] After step 190, or immediately after step 188 if the 
detector is not in “frequency lockout” mode, it is determined 
Whether the receiver is in “location lockout” mode in step 
192. It is noted above, “location lockout” mode is engaged 
by the vehicle operator When broadband sources of spurious 
produced radar signals are experienced at a geographic 
location, and the operator Wishes to lockout all frequencies 
at that location. In such a case, in step 194 all of the 
frequency lockout bits for all or the centralmost cells in the 
tracked path of the vehicle are set. 

[0108] After step 194, or immediately after step 192 if the 
detector is not in “location lockout” mode, in step 196 it is 
determined Whether the detector is in “minimal visual” 
mode. As noted beloW, the detector Will be placed in 
“minimal visual” mode by the operator When the operator 
Wishes to minimiZe the indications of police radar signals 
produced When passing through a geographic region. In such 
a case, processing continues from step 196 to step 198 in 
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Which a minimal visual (MV) ?ag bit is set in the ?ag 
database of FIG. 5 for all or the centralmost cells in the 
tracked path of the vehicle. 

[0109] After step 198, or immediately after step 196 if the 
detector is not in “minimal visual” mode, or immediately 
after step 186 if the GPS enabled radar detector is in “police 
con?rmation” mode, in step 200 it is determined Whether the 
signal information database of FIG. 3 includes data for 
matching or neighboring cells to those cells in the tracked 
path of the vehicle. If such a match is found, then in step 202 
it is determined Whether the detector is in its “training” or 
“everyday route” mode. If so, then the detector should 
update the stored signal information for the current cell. 
Speci?cally, to update signal information, in step 204 all of 
the unWanted source incidence counters for frequency 
blocks identi?ed by the receiver are decremented, prevent 
ing under?oW. 

[0110] FolloWing step 204, or immediately folloWing step 
200 if there is no matching signal information or step 202 if 
the detector is not in its “training” or “everyday route” 
mode, in step 206 the “frequency lockout”, “location lock 
out”, “minimal visual” and “police con?rmation” modes are 
cleared, because the tracking of a police radar signal has 
ended, and these modes are therefore no longer relevant to 
the current location of the vehicle. 

[0111] Referring noW to FIG. 6E, the processing of key 
pad activity to enter and eXit the various modes described 
throughout can be explained. As noted With reference to 
FIG. 6A, various modes are available only if a GPS signal 
has been obtained from the GPS receiver. If a GPS signal has 
been obtained then modes are selected from the keypad 
beginning at step 110. If a GPS signal has not been obtained 
then modes are selected from the keypad beginning at step 
114, and a substantial number of modes are disabled and 
cannot be selected in this circumstance. 

[0112] The keypad activity to select and deselect a mode 
may vary based upon the application and style of the GPS 
enabled radar detector. The display and keypad 38 and 36 
may interact to produce a menu system for selecting par 
ticular modes and displaying associated information. Alter 
natively, individual keys of keypad 36 may be utiliZed to 
directly activate certain modes. Furthermore, display 38 may 
include icons or other indicators to identify currently acti 
vated modes. 

[0113] A ?rst collection of modes that may be activated 
via the keypad 36, are the “frequency lockout”, “location 
lockout”, and “minimal visual lockout” modes. Through 
interactions With the keypad in step 210, the user may 
initiate or terminate these modes. As described above, When 
initiated, these modes cause lockout information to be stored 
into ?ags of the ?ag database of FIG. 5 upon termination of 
tracking an apparent police radar signal. If these modes are 
not engaged at the time that the police radar signal fades 
from reception, then no action Will be taken to set lockout 
bits in the ?ag database of FIG. 5. This approach permits a 
vehicle operator to initiate a lockout mode and then cancel 
the lockout mode, for eXample if the operator initially 
believes a radar signal to be spurious, but then determines 
that it is in fact being generated by a police source. It Will 
also be noted that, by the operations of FIG. 6D, the “police 
con?rmation” mode Will override the “lockout” modes, in 
that if the “police con?rmation” mode is engaged When a 














